Abstract. The inverse mapping of GANs'(Generative Adversarial Nets) generator has a great potential value. Hence, some works have been developed to construct the inverse function of generator by directly learning or adversarial learning. While the results are encouraging, the problem is highly challenging and the existing ways of training inverse models of GANs have many disadvantages, such as hard to train or poor performance. Due to these reasons, we propose a new approach based on using inverse generator (IG) model as encoder and pre-trained generator (G) as decoder of an AutoEncoder network to train the IG model. In the proposed model, the difference between the input and output, which are both the generated image of pre-trained GAN's generator, of AutoEncoder is directly minimized. The optimizing method can overcome the difficulty in training and inverse model of an non one-to-one function. We also applied the inverse model of GANs' generators to image searching and translation. The experimental results prove that the proposed approach works better than the traditional approaches in image searching.
Introduction
Generative adversarial nets(GANs) [1] , based on the minimax two-player game theory, show a great power in generating high quality artificial data. And the method of Deep convolutional generative adversarial nets [2] shows the great potential on the mapping between image space X and latent space Z. Lots of papers [2] [3] [4] have shown the huge power of inverse model of a generator on semi-supervised learning and adjusting the outputs images of the generators. In addition, finding the inverse mapping of generator can also provide us useful insights to the generator and we may use this to improve the performance of generator. Building on ideas from these many previous works, many works [4] [5] [6] [7] have been developed to learn the the inverse mapping of the generator. But, the mapping from latent space Z to image space X is an uniderection mapping and non-linear inverse problem. This brings a great challenge for finding the inverse mapping of generator.
Dumoulin and Donahue [6, 7] proposed a way of learning encoder network E alongside the generator G and discriminator D. The approach successfully avoids the problem of uniderection mapping brought by directly training the inverse model. However, the reconstruction results are not satisfying enough. Creswell's idea [5] can get a good correlation between samples and reconstructions. The approach takes the desired output z as optimization goal. It' very simple but slow, because we have to calculate the z by using multiple gradient descents every step. In other words, the approach is trying to search the z instead of calculating the z. Perarnau proposed a invertible conditional GANs(ICGAN) [4] . In the approach, the inverse model is trained through directly minimizing the difference between (E z , E y ) and (z, y), where y is the label information of x and z is a noise vector. While the strategy mitigates the effect of the problem that the function of generator is not a one-to-one function, the freedom of latent space Z is restricted by the label information. Due to the approach requires abundant label information, the requirement for data sets is very strict.
In this paper, we propose a new approach to learn the inverse mapping by AutoEncoder based on GANs(AEGAN) as a complement of former works. We use the AutoEncoder to train a inverse model. The pre-trained generator is regarded as the decoder part of an AutoEncoder and the inverse generator is regarded as the corresponding encoder part. This model does not directly minimize the difference between the original noise vector and the reconstructed noise vector, but try to minimize the difference between the generated samples of noise vectors. This strategy not only avoids problems of directly training the inverse model, but also avoids the poor correlation of adversarial training. In addition, we also explore the application value of inverse model in image processing. The corresponding vectors of images contain rich semantic information. Our experiments prove that such semantic information is very helpful in image searching. And by combing the generator model, the inverse model can also be used in image-to-image translation.
Primary and Motivation
The existing ways of learning the inverse model of the GANs have made great success, however there still remains many problems waiting for solving. The idea of Dumoulin and Donahue [6, 7] is to train encoder network E alongside the generator G and discriminator D. The training objective is defined as a minimax objective:
(1) Where D,E,G are Discriminator, Encoder, Generator respectively. x is an input sample and z is a noise vector. During the training, the G,E try to minimize the value function and D tries to maximize the value function. This approach successfully avoids the problem of directly training the inverse model. However, this approach also results the poor correlation between samples and reconstructions, because the discriminator only focus on the difference between data sets instead of the difference between two images. So the encoder part can't catch the unique features of one signal image. In addition, the approach needs to train a third network with the generative net, which means that inversion cannot be learned from a pre-trained generative network.
Creswell [5] proposes a different idea that can get a good correlation between samples and reconstructions. The main idea is to directly minimize the difference between generated image G(z) and sample image x through optimizing the value of z, where G is a pre-trained generator. The z is updated by:
Where α stands for the learning rate. This approach takes the desired output z as optimization goal. It's easy to implement but poor in effectiveness because it doesn't provide a real inverse function and we have to use gradient descents every time.
The invertible conditional GAN(ICGAN) [4] , proposed by Perarnau, tries to solve the problem through conditional GAN. In this model, ICGAN tries to minimize the difference between (E z , E y ) and (z, y), y is the label information including the gender, age and so on. E z is the noise vector Encoder and E y is the label information Encoder. The two training objectives are:
The label information limits the freedom of latent space Z. This strategy mitigates the effect of the uniderection mapping problem . But this approach requires abundant label information, which results that it can not be used in unsupervised approach.
AutoEncoder based Generative Adversarial Nets
The details of training and network structure can be found int he Appendix.
Basic Structure
Our idea of AEGAN is inspired from AutoEncoder. Here we take the generator G(z; θ g ) as the decoder part of the AutoEncoder and the desired inverse generator IG(x; θ ig ) as the encoder part. Fig. 1 shows the training process of AEGAN, we try to minimize the difference between generated image x and reconstructed image x . IG compresses a generated image x into a latent space vector z and G reconstructs the z into a new image x . z is used as the extracted feature of input sample x and our experiments prove that z is a very good image feature in image translation and searching. Many previous methods regard the generator as an encoder part instead of a decoder part in training and it's against the nature of AutoEncoder. And the mapping from z to x also brings difficulty to the learning of the encoder part. So in AEGAN, we change our goal into minimizing |x − x |. The innovation of AEGAN is that we focus on the reconstructed images instead of the reconstructed noise vectors. This model does not directly minimize the difference between z and z , but try to minimize the difference between the x and x . This strategy not only avoids problems in directly training the inverse model, but also avoids the poor correlation of adversarial training. 
Training Steps
Training the Generator First we train the GAN's generator G using the approach and the network structure of DCGAN [2] . G is a deconvlutional network with one fully connected layer and four deconvlutional layers with strides (1, 2, 2, 1). The activation function is relu for first four layers and sigmoid for the last layer. The sigmoid layer is aimed at normalizing the generated images. And prior z ∈ R ∼ U(−1, 1). The optimization goal of generator is:
Training the Inverse Generator Then we start to train the inverse generator IG by using the information from a pre-trained generator G. In details, the structures of G and IG are symmetric. The deconvolutional layers of G are replaced with the corresponding convolutional layers. The activation function of output layer is tanh for limiting the range of reconstructed z . The convolution type in IG is strided convolution [2] . To avoid the difficulty of directly training the encoder we require the value function of IG to minimize the difference between the fake image x generated by G and the reconstructed output x . We choose the cross-entropy function to define the difference between x adn x . The optimization objective can be defined as:
Where θ g , θ d are the parameters of the generator G and discriminator D. Algorithm 1 shows the detail of training IG.
Algorithm 1 Training the Inverse Generator
for number of training iterations do 1.Sample minibatch of m noise samples (z (1) , ..., z (m) ) from noise prior z∼pg(z) and use them to generate the training images (x (1) , ..., x (m;.;.) )∼p generated (x) through the pre-trained generator G. 2.Put the generated image x(x = G(z)) into the AutoEncoder part to get the reconstructed image x .
3. Compute the reconstruction loss V (x) according to Equation (4).
4. Perform a backpropagation to compute the gradients and only upgrade the parameters of IG.
Where α is the learning rate. end for
Experiment Results
We evaluate the ability of this inverse model on CelebFaces Attributes Dataset (CelebA) [8] . CelebA is a large-scale face attributes dataset.
Reconstructing Samples
We take the outputs of generator as the samples and use the inverse mapping from these samples to Z space to generate the reconstructed samples. Here, we compare AEGAN with a directly trained inverse model based on ICGAN [4] and the adversarial inverse model based on BiGAN [6] . The original BiGAN and ICGAN both contain an addtional image label information vector. In here we remove the label vectors because of the unsupervised condition. Fig. 2 shows the reconstructed results of AEGAN, inverse model and BiGAN. For BiGAN we uses the different original samples because BiGAN can't use a pre-trained generator as base. This is because that in BiGAN the generator and inverse generator are trained in the same time as Equation (1) shows. So we compare BiGAN with the generated samples from its own generator for fairness. In addition, we use the dHash [9] as standard to evaluate the similarity of generated images. dHash will give every image a special hash code and the difference between hash codes can be used to describe the similarity between images. We take the average similarity as final result. As we can see in Table 1 , the result of AEGAN is also the best in this experiment. 
Searching the Similar Images Using AEGAN
To illustrate the power of AEGAN, we will show its ability in searching the similar images. We only compare with the general image searching algorithm, because our approach is based on unsupervised learning. We compare AEGAN with three general image searching algorithms: dHash, pHash [9] and color histogram [10] . In details, the similarity between two images are based on the Euclidean Distance between the reconstructed z vectors of them, the smaller the distance, the higher the similarity. We take an image from the original data set celebA and add some other factors such as color transform, adding a sunglasses to the person, to form the 3 test images. Then we implement 4 different algorithms to find the closest images in the first 20,000 images of celebA.The Fig. 3 proves that AEGAN is very suitable for this task. To evaluate the comprehensive performance, the second experiment is aiming at finding the similar images. We compare our algorithm with dHash. We take the first 20,000 images of celebA as the test set and take other 64 images from the celebA as base images. As we can see from Fig. 4 , AEGAN approach is much better than dHash. AEGAN catches the important features of face images such as the face angle, face similarity, hair style and facial expression. In addition, we use the label similarity to evaluate the searching resluts. There are 40 labels for each image including gender, hair color and so on. The result can be seen from Table 2 . Although AEGAN is not a patch on specialized face recognition algorithms in this task, we have to emphasize that this approach is unsupervised and universal. In other words, this idea can easily be implemented in other fields. 
Super-Resolution Using the AEGAN
To prove our approach does learn the major features of face images, we propose the third experiment. In this experiment we take the Gaussian Blur images as inputs of inverse generator IG and then use the output of inverse generator to reconstruct the original images. We choose the generated data as the original examples. As Fig. 5 shows, we can see AEGAN also performs well in superresolution and we didn't train the AEGAN specially for this task. AEGAN can automatically ignore the abnormal parts of input sample and add the missing features to the reconstructed output. It is worth mentioning that the approach is unsupervised. As we known, the labeled data are extremely rare in most of application. Given the data limitations, the proposed method work surprisingly well for Super-Resolution without label information. 
Conclusion And Further Works
AEGAN uses the idea of Auotoencoder to overcome the difficulty in training a inverse model of generator. And the experiments show that the inverse mapping of generator has a very similar function compared with Word Embedding [11] . Because the inverse out put of an image can be regarded as a vector presentation of the image and this vector presentation can catches the important features of images as Experiment 2 shows. This ability can be very helpful in fields of image and video processing. It's possible to get a universal vector representation of image if we train the AEGAN at large image data sets. In addition, we can use AEGAN to reform the Image-to-Image Translation approach based on GAN [12] . With AEGAN, the training of generator part can be done in unsupervised condition and we only need to train the encoder part in conditional situation. In other words, it's possible to train a Image-to-Image GAN net in semi-supervised condition if we use the structure of AEGAN. 
